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TH3 HISTORY OF BOTA&XO GAEDKR3 1M IIH UNIT "D 3TAT3S# 
FRJ3FAC2* 
'the modern world has been re-made by science* 
Botany, like any other science, has been an element in 
this transformation, though its constructive influence 
has possibly hem overshadowed by the forces of destruc¬ 
tion* Yet we may hope that the time will come again 
when its educational and scientific values will once 
more exert their influence* 
Institutions that endure seem to have an inexhaust¬ 
ible momentum* Botanic gardens belong to this class of 
institutions* they are among the oldest surviving social 
institutions that have outlived political and religious 
upheavals, and economic depressions* Gager(1) states 
that ’'the most solid financial and educational founda¬ 
tions are laid, and the most efficient and enduring 
superstructure is begun, only when fee vista of the far- 
distant future is kept before the mind’s eye** 
/ith this in mind, the author is here bringing to 
completion a thesis which had its beginning in a 
happier time* 
THE HISTORY OF BO MIC GAKD3H 3 IK TH i WIT&D STATES# 
IBTRODUCTIOH* 
The history of botanic gardens in the United Statea 
follows a pattern which is not unlike that of the his¬ 
tory of the United States itself* Botanic gardens have 
a mother country; botanic gardens have had religious# 
scientific, economic, and romantic aspects; botanic 
gardens have experienced times of depression and per¬ 
iods of prosperity; and botanic gardens have aligned 
themselves together for promulgation and fostering of 
high standards of educational values and scientific 
research* 
Although there are many botanic gardens in the 
United States today, it is the intentionnof the author 
to indicate more specifically the advances made by such 
institutions as the national Botanic Garden, the Arnold 
.Arboretum, the Missouri Botanical Garden, The Hew York 
Botanical Garden, the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, and the 
Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum, along with a 
study of the earliest established gardens, for the pur¬ 
pose of showing the transition from and the relationships 
©a the foreign gardens to the gardens in our country* 
ho aims and objectives tod;y are so pronounced and al¬ 
tered from those of the 9th Century gardens that it is 
necessary to trace the history of foreign gardens to 
explain the reasons for these changes* 
A distinction should be drawn between the botanic 
or botanical garden and the park. A public park cannot 
be called a botanic garden because its purpose, aims, 
and objectives are distinctly different. Botanic gardens 
are planted and arranged in accordance with botanical 
considerations* Such gardens are not uncommon as adjuncts 
to the botanical departments of colleges, or a© special 
feature© of parks, hut primarily a park is intended for 
recreation, 
A modern garden (hotonic) is more than a garden of 
gardens. It is an educational and scientific institution 
comprising two or more of the following features* 
plantations, conservatories, herbariums, libraries, 
laboratories, classrooms, lecture rooms, and an indoor 
botanical museum# The plantations are outdoor museums, 
whose exhibits are the living plants, arranged on some 
botanical basis, and labellad. This fundamentally 
CXs 
differentiates a botanic garden from a park, in which 
plants are arranged for landscape effects* 
The use of the term "bo tan leal garden*, or "botanic 
garden % has been one of preference with the incorporators, 
or trustees, of the various gardens* Dictionaries list 
them together with identical meanings. The term "Botanic 
garden" mm originally applied to the plantations, 
therefore, perhaps "botanical garden" is an o 1 1-ineluslve 
term embracing ©very educational and scientific under¬ 
taking of these institutions* 
TH3 OKI GIK ATO 2>HVELOPMMf 0? BOTABXC (MRPKhS 
IH FOH&IOT C0UKTHI1S# 
The origin and development of botanic gardens in 
foreign countries obviously has influenced the develop¬ 
ment of botanic gardens in the United States* The 
origin of gardens perhaps goes back to the dawn of 
history* to the Egyptians* Assyrians* and Chinese* 
Ancient Chinese rulers sent collectors to foreign lands 
for the sole purpose of gathering plants of economic and 
raedicinai value* The exploits of Marco Polo opened 
trade routes for the same purpose* The author* however, 
is inclined to attribute the real founding of bo tonic 
gardens to the monks of the 9th Century* which represents 
monastic life at Its pinnacle of development* Aonasticisa 
was the loading influence in the contemporary religious 
life* in education* in medicine, in oommtmieations* 
because of the going forth and return of the monks on 
pilgrimages* 
The life and beliefs of the monks fostered ideal 
conditions for the study of plants* They bed to do 
manual work* the monastery had to be self-sustaining? 
they enjoyed extraordinary security* They needed an 
outlet for their energies comparable to their spiritual 
beliefs* they could countenance no idle moments nfor 
sin to enter into their lives % They were averse to 
surgery since they did not believe in spilling blood* 
yet they believed in healing the sick and in nursing 
i#he aged* It is only natural that they should cultivate 
medicinal plants and herbs, and should study their 
properties* 
agtanical science is indebted to the monks for the 
care that they gave to their gardens* and for the 
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knowledge of plants and drugs that they passed on 
through the centuries from teacher to pupil* 
.1though the cloistered walls of Monte Oassino and 
of Salerno housed the greatest knowledge of medicine 
and of the properties of herbs (5jt it was not long af¬ 
ter the 9th Century that the rise of cities, universities* 
and the invention of the printing press gave vent to the 
dissemination of such important information* 
Physic gardens became necessary adjuncts to the 
medical faculties of the universities* The garden at 
Padua* founded in 1545, still exists* These gardens 
were intended to give to the students ample opportunity 
for studying plants| for supplying materials for the 
compounding of drugs! and* of course* as sources of 
materials for future practice* 
Rivalry between universities and the gardens* and 
a revived interest In plants* in the 16th Century sti¬ 
mulated expeditions and excursions for the collection 
of* aa well as the exchange of* new plants* All kinds 
were cultivated* and descriptions with illustrations 
were sent far and wide* Prior to the middle of the l?th 
Century* such gardens as those of Bologna* Montpelier* 
Leyden* Paris* and Upoala were moat noteworthy for 
fostering scientific instruction and research* 
However* a taste for the ornamental and decorative* 
and a desire to cultivate the rare and unusual In their 
private gardens* was fostered by the nobility* the 
wealthy* and the prosperous* This taste reached its 
height in the 18th Century* and these same individuals 
often became the generous patrons of botanical science. 
At that time m&t of the English botanic gardens 
were maintained for medicinal and scientific purposes* 
However, Dr* William Turner wont to Bologna* where he 
imbibed botanical knowledge from Lucas Ghums, and out¬ 
standing man of his time, returning to England to es¬ 
tablish a "garden of rare plants” at Kew* lhat was in 
the middle of the 16th Century* Dr. frurner was one of 
the first English botanists, and became the superintendent 
of the first English botanic garden —- the garden at 
;-*yon House® A few years later, do 11 t)bel, ior whom 
the flower lobelia is named, was styled the Herbalist and 
Botanist to the Court of James* during the reign of 
Charles the 2nd, the garden at Chelsea was founded* 
Although they were called f*Physic” gardens, they had 
"Royal” associations and affiliations* 
Che Oxford Botanic Garden, founded' in 1632, was 
always o place of study and instruction* The botanist 
Bvclyn visited it in 1654 then the sensitive plant - was 
shown a a a greet • render * In 1676, lir Thoms, b Millington* 
a professor of Natural Philosophy at Oxford University, 
first expounded the fundamental fact of sexual re¬ 
production in flowering plants* He suggested that trie 
stamenft were the male organa of such plants* A demon¬ 
stration, showing experimentally the function of pollen, 
was given in 1681 by Jacob Hobart, H over seer of the physick 
gardenRobert forison showed that asexual spores of 
ferns were the means of reproduction for that group of 
plants* As early os 1836, H* Daubeny anticipated J. W. 
Draper in demonstrating that light at the red end of the 
spactrum is most effectual in promoting the evolution of 
oxygen by plants* 
sometime between 1891 and 1594, Gamararius proved 
experimentally that plants have sex. He was the director 
of the Tubingen Botanic Garden at that time, and carried 
out his experiments in the garden* The first plant by* 
hrids ever produced are attributed to the experiments of 
~ 6 *» 
ICoolreuter* He was the director of the botanic garden 
at Karlsruhe* The foundations of the science of Genetics 
were made in 1866* Gregor Kend el, the Austrian Monk# 
experimentally bred the garden pea in the gardens of 
the monastery# and published a paper on plant hybrids* 
The existence of plants in botanic gardens has always 
stimulated and facilitated the study of plant life* 
Th© garden at Chelsea was maintained by the Apothe¬ 
cary Company for the use of the medicinal students in 
1 V 
London* It possessed the first English hothouse# crude 
as it may hare been* In 1721, Sir Hans Sloan© purchased 
the manor# but granted freedom of the garden to the 
Apothecary Company on certain conditions* The most im¬ 
portant of these was that proviso which required the 
professor, who gave lectures to the medical students# 
to deliver to the Roys 1 Botanical Society 50 new plants 
annually until 2000 plants had been given* These plants 
were to be well.-cured, specifically described, and grown 
in the garden* The interest of the Apothecary Company 
far exceeded these specifications because plants were 
delivered to the Botanical society for 50 years* The 
Company also presented gold and silver medals annually 
to the beet informed students in botany* 
In 1850# the Royal Botanical Society# an incorporated 
organisation# possessed 18 acres of land called Regents 
Park* . It mu designed by Tarrock, and it comprised 
winter, landscape# ahd rock gardens# a conservatory# 
a library| and a museum* Both the natural and Linnaean 
system© of classification were used* 
he Horticultural Society maintained gardens at 
Cheswick* In 1821 it had the richest collection of 
trees and shrubs in Rurope* Primarily, the Society 
distributed seeds, plants, and cuttings to its members. 
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to foreign correspondents* and to the British Colonies* 
Mention has been made of the Kew Garden* riiis 
g rden has been the richest garden in England* not only 
in financial backing* but also in its collections of 
choice and rare plants* It was established by Princess 
Augusta* Dowager Princess* widow of the Prince of Wales* 
with the assistance of the Marl of Bute* All of the 
Hanoverian Princes* excepting George IV and William IV* 
hare been interested in its undertakings* with the rise 
in power* wealth, and prestige* the British made a 
definite advance in the field of botanical science. The 
neglect of Kew by both George IV and William IV was more 
than offset by large collections of plants and seeds 
from Sir Joseph Banks* The spirit of exploration and 
adventure was the needed impetus for collectors and 
Govensraent Agents to sail the seven seas* returning with 
rare and choice plants from the Colonies* 
The herbarium at Kew received vast quantities of 
material from these governmental expeditions, and, 
under the influence of Sir #* J* Hooker, the aura tor* 
the garden was greatly extended and improved. One of 
the chief purposes of the garden was to promote scientific 
methods of nomenclature* identification* and classifica¬ 
tion* Correspondence with all of the botanical establish¬ 
ments of the Colonies was maintained and exchanges of 
plants and seeds were made. 
a 
,i’A3UJHa 2ft VBJ QM'jZLOpush? .f*H, ** Up BOfAlIG GAEBi^S 
III TH/S HriTSD STAXS& 
,ith the colonization of the American Land Grants 
came the es tab 1 ishment and developxaent of the first 
botanic gardens in the United States* me ‘hhiysick 
Garden”, or K Apothecaries Garden”, was the forerunner 
of our modern, more ambitious institutions, just as it 
had been in the Old orld* As early as 1653, a des¬ 
cription of the Hew He than lands” was written by a certain 
Adriaen 'fan dor Bon ok, doctor of both Laws”* (12) In 
this manuscript he 'writes ”of the Healing Herbs, and the 
Indigo”, and one may gather from the following quotation 
the establishment of the first °Hhysick Garden5, quaint 
as it may seem* 
"A certain chlrurgeon who was also a botanist, had 
a beautiful garden there (Kew Amsterdam}, wherein a 
great variety of medicinal wild plants were collected, 
but the owner has removed and the garden lies neglected* 
The land is full of different kinds of herbs and trees 
besides those enumerated, among which there are un¬ 
doubtedly good 31HS%ICIA* with which discreet persons 
would do much goodj for we know mat the Indians with 
roots, bulbs, leaves, etc*, cure dangerous wounds and 
old sores, of which we hare seen many instances, .% 
Another early botanist was John Bartram* He lived 
from 1699 to 1???, and at an early age was inclined to 
study medicine as hia life work* then still a young 
man, he purchased a tract of land three miles from 
Philadelphia, and built his own home* His intentions 
for the use of the land were correspondingly changed 
to fit a growing interest in the study of botany* The 
following quotation is but one of many items that give 
— G 
an insight to his interest* * hat a shame that thee 
shouldst have employed thy mind so many years in tilling 
the earth and destroying so many flowers and plants 
without being acquainted with their structures and their 
ueesn*(?) 
From the day that he made that statement until his 
death, John Bartram botanized everything on his farm **• 
and a form it was ~ until his enthusiasm became so 
great that the products of his expeditions superseded 
the so-called products of his farm* He spent a great 
deal of time hunting for new specimens end rare plants, 
and he gladly paid his own expenses. Feedleas to say, 
these were days before Government commissions. 
Mot only was a wild species of plant saved from ex¬ 
tinction by one of Bertram’s botanical reconnaissances, 
but our gardens and parks today have been enriched with 
a new and beautiful shrub ~ Franklinia altamaha.(3) 
It probably should be called Gordon!s by the laws of 
nomenclature* In 1765, John Bertram, accompanied by 
his son /illlain, made an excursion through the south. 
On the banks of the Altanaha River, near Fort Barrihgton, 
they discovered a beautiful tree, which was wholly un¬ 
known to botanists, and named it after Benjamin Franklin 
and the River* twelve years later, when William was 
travelling alone, he rediscovered the tree, secured 
either seeds or cuttings, and planted thfgii in his father’s 
garden. the trees from these plantings produced seeds 
within five years. 
Regardless of J)r. Alex Garden’s condemnation of 
John Bertram’s botanical knowledge (see footnote), 
told him the classes, genera, and species 
ol all that occurred, that I knew* I did this in order 
(continued on page 10} 
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credit for establishing one of America's first botanic 
gardens goes to John Bertram of Philadelphia# Q doctor 
by profession# but a botanist at heart# 
David Hossack rssy also be referred to as an early 
American Medical botanist# Although he studied medicine 
and surgery os his profession# he ^as offered a pro¬ 
fessorship in Bo tony at Columbia University when he was 
only 26 years old* Hist was in 1795. Apparently he 
had a thorough training in the study of medicinal plants 
and herbs# and also possessed a keen interest in the 
botanical science of that day# because he accepted the 
professorship# 
After 6 years of teaching# Hossack became so en¬ 
grossed in and enthusiastic about his work that he pur¬ 
chased 20 acres of land about 3 1/2 miles from Few York 
City for the purpose of starting a botanic garden# the 
Elgin Botanic Oar don was the result of his efforts# Hie 
entire 20 acres was modelled after outstanding features 
of various gardens that he had seen in London* He paid 
his own expenses, built a fine conservatory# and pur¬ 
chased many tropical and exotic plants* After 10 years 
of great labor and painstaking care# he had accumulated 
© large and valuable collection of plants# including 
some 1500 American species* 
Because the expense# ttoe# and care needed to carry 
on the functions of the garden were beyond Hossack1 s 
means# the garden was transformed to the State of Hew 
to facilitate his enquiries# as I find he knows nothing 
of the generic character of plants# and can neither 
class them nor describe them# but I see that# from great 
natural strength of mind and long prsctic@i he has much 
acquaintance with the specific characters! though his 
knowledge is rude# inaccurate# indistinct# and confused# 
seldom determining well between species and varieties ——* 
(?) 
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York by an Act of Legislature in 1810# It was to be 
known as the Botanic Garden of the State of Mew York* 
However, it was subsequently granted to the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, and then to Columbia University 
where it was soon doomed to abandonment* 
T ever tholes s, Columbia Uni varsity has benefited 
from its part in controlling and managing this plot of 
land* the Collegiate Dutch Reformed Church paid $18*000 
for 16 city lots* and in 1900 another block was sold for 
$3*000*000* The most important transaction was yet to 
be made* The glgin Botanic Garden, although 3 1/2 miles 
out of Dew York City in 1800, was the area between 4?th 
and 51st Streets, and 5th and 8th Avenues of the 1900*s. 
In 1929* John D* Rockefeller, Jr* leased the area be¬ 
tween 48th and 51st Streets, from 5th to 6th Avenues, 
for an annual fee of #3*000*000* Rockefeller Center, 
with its roof-garden and garden terrace, is toe J,by- 
product^ of o historic botanic garden* 
At the same time that Dr* Hassock was laboring at his 
garden, Dr. Solomon Bronne of Berth Foster, Rhode Island, 
was working at the same interest* Dr* Bronne had bean 
graduated from Brown University in 1775, and had re¬ 
ceived his Doctor of Medicine degree from the University 
of Pennsylvania* In 1801 he started collecting medicinal 
and rare plants from his friends in this country and 
abroad* Although he planned his garden for harmony* he 
was keen about arranging the plants by the Linnaean 
•system at classification* the accepted system of the time* 
Subsequent to this undertaking, he was appointed 
professor of Botany and Materia Madiea at Brown Uni¬ 
versity, keeping his private practice in medicine* He 
was to become a member of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences as a keen scholar and a skillful physician* 
Prior to the abandonment of the '2gin Botanic Garden, 
Andre Par men tier was offered its super!ntendency in 
1825* He spurned the offer and decided to hare a garden 
of hie own* Parraentier carefully selected and sub¬ 
sequently purchased 25 acres of land in Brooklyn for 
14,GOO* the greenhouse that he erected was well-stocked 
with a great variety of trees and plants! some useful 
and ornamental, others exotic and indigenous* Ho has been 
given credit for first introducing the black beech and 
the mulberry* At the time of his death in 1830, he 
had swayed, more or less, from his original idea of a 
botanic garden to the maintainanca of a thriving 
nursery* After all, he had to make a living, and his 
investment warn so great that he had to commercialize it* 
I armen tier became known throughout the country for his 
introductions of many varieties of shrubs, vines, and 
flowers, vegetables, and trees* He wen the first man 
who gained recognition for his botanic garden apart from 
any affiliation with the medical profession* 
the first attempt to establish a public botanic 
V 
garden was undertaken in Brooklyn in 1855 by Messers 
Thomas Hunt, Henry A* Kent, William P* Langley, and about 
40 subscribers* It was to be called THA HTMT HORTX- 
0ULfUHAL AID BO TABIC OAHBIflH* Apparently it was an off¬ 
spring of the Brooklyn Horticultural Boeiety, although 
unt endowed it with $50,000 and one-thira of the land 
valued at $10,000f Kent endowed another $25,000 and 
one-third of the land| while Langley endowed $5,000 and 
the remaining third of the land* Most of the subscribers, 
who raised $30,000 were members of the Brooklyn Horti¬ 
cultural Society* 
a tiles (11) states that the capital investment nss 
§150,000, while 0ager(2) says that the total endowment 
was $87,000 or nearly $10,000 more than the Brooklyn 
13 
Botanic Garden*3 endowment after seven years of exist¬ 
ence* dither viewpoint is significants It indicates 
an exceptional interest in plants for the times — 1855. 
Perhaps the opinion of an individual is more of 
a tell-tale clue to this seemingly large endowment than 
would be the Articles of Incorporation. Stiles’ view¬ 
point is well expressed in the following statement# nThe 
originators hoped to found a small garden which woulo 
contribute its fair share to the cultivation of the 
’love of the beauty* and confer enduring honor0* 
By an Act of the Legislature of the State of Hew 
York, April 9, 1855, HUH ? HORTICULTURAL AIR BOfilIC 
amum was incorporated nto is^rove and encourage horti¬ 
cultural establish and maintain botanical, experimental, 
and ornamental gardens* and otherwise promote and extend 
the knowledge of horticulture, botany, and landscape 
architecture'** These were significant aims and ob¬ 
jectives, but the undertaking was abandoned after one 
year* 
14 
rm 20m cmtfmr botanic gabdws. 
The modern botanic gardens of the l&iited States 
hold unique and important positions in contributing 
to scientific advance and to education* Fundamentally* 
their origins have been based upon utility* It is 
obvious* therefore* that one of the fundamental elements* 
or functions, of a garden is the utilitarian aspect* 
Other Important aspects are the scientific, the aesthetic 
and the phi1anthropic. 
The utilitarian aspect of a botanic garden is 
strictly an economic one* The present day gardens have 
an extensive physical equipment with ample facilities 
needful to carry on scientific and experimental research* 
The herbariums* libraries* greenhouses* museums, and 
even the administration buildings* devote large areas 
and rooms to displays of both common end exotic plants* 
The greenhouses and research laboratories lend them¬ 
selves to important investigations of all plants and 
their products* directly or indirectly useful to men* 
The staffs of botanic gardens undertake studies and 
problems related directly to forestry* to srgrieulture* 
to pomology, to floriculture* to pathology* to physio¬ 
logy* to ecology, to organic chemistry* and to bacterio¬ 
logy — everyone of these an important scientific study 
in itself* 
asasonal exhibits of tender and hardy plants are 
emphasised both indoors and out-of-doors* Che nusetsas 
display mounted specimens, special photographs and 
plates, drugs * fibres* and woods as educational and 
scientific exhibits* 
It would be difficult to draw a hard and fast line 
between the utilitarian and the scientific aspects of 
• 15 
our study since the two functions are necessarily taore- 
or-less dove-tailed* The libraries, herbariums* 
museums, and laboratories are obviously more useful 
when they are thoroughly equipped and complete in their 
respective undertakings* All of the gardens do not 
jring into prominence the same activities* These 
differences are somewhat dependent upon local interest© 
and conditions* nevertheless, they do strive to main¬ 
tain a balance and high standards in ell of their 
activities* o botanic garden can maintain absolute 
perfection in all of its undertakings* Some gardens 
specialise in research work in taxonoisy, others in 
morphology, or anatomy, and/or paleontology, Tith fully 
equipped laboratories, ample means, and an intelligent 
staff, successful prosecution of research in botanical 
science is inevitable* 
The scientific possibilities of a garden are great 
but it reaches its maximum when an active, organic, and 
co-operative relationship exists between it and a uni¬ 
versity or other scientific institution* Juch an arrange¬ 
ment affords facilities for the ready interchange of 
information with other sciences* 
The aesthetic element of a botanic garden cannot 
be over looked* The average person has an eye for the 
beautiful — at least, natural beauty* The buildings, 
although indicative of the period of construction, 
hermoniee ano blend with the landscape* The roads, 
trails, paths, and plantings are all arranged with a 
decorative and tasteful effect* The topographical 
characteristics, in most cases, have been retained as 
uini -design of the gardens, with, landscapin : and planting© 
liiade in accordance with these features* Pools, brooks, 
svmtfip3, iillls, woodlands, and natural plantings have 
- 16 - 
been utilized extensively throughout the slow, but 
steady, enlargement of botanic gardens over a period 
of years. 
Philanthropies and botanio gardens have reciprocal 
associations. Most of the present-day gardens have large 
* i 
endowments, scholarships, and pri zes which have been 
given by wealthy potrons Interested in the advancement 
of botanical science* Such philanthropies may bs non- 
* » 
existent in the near future, if not already. Our present- 
day economic requirements leaVe little room for such 
outright endowments of yester-year* hone-the-1ess, the 
botanic garden of to-dsy continues its policy of phil- 
} ' ' - ^ ; ; 
anthropies to the people as it did centuries ago* It 
has been, and continues to be, an institution for the 
instruction, information, and recreation of the peopxe* 
The facts concerning plants and plant products obtained 
through the studies and experiments by the staff are 
disseminated to the people at' large, as wall as to 
scientific Institutions* 
- 17 - 
THB KATIOKAL BOMIG 
the oldest botanic garden existing today in the 
United Itates is the national Botanic Carden in .ash¬ 
ing ton § T)# 0* It was founded in 1820 under the wuspiees 
of the Columbia Institute for the 1 remotion of Arts and 
iclenoes, an organization which was the outgrowth of 
an association known os the Metropolitan Society* and 
received its charter from Congress on April 20, 1818* 
Che original purpose of the garden was ’to collect, cul¬ 
tivate, and distribute the various vegetable productions 
of this and other countries whether medicinal, esculent, 
or for the promotion of arts and of manufacture*9 {8} 
the Botanic Garden continued under the direction of 
this Institute until 183?, when the Institute ceased to 
function aa an active organization* 
The Botanic Garden began functioning as a govern** 
nent-owned institution in 1842, but the records indicate 
that it was not until 1856, when the gardens were 
specifically placed under the direction of the Joint 
Committee on the Library, that a regular or annually 
recurrent appropriation was provided by Congress* In 
1842 it became necessary for the Government to provide 
accomodations for the botanical collections brought to 
Washington from the South leas by the United States 
Exploring Expedition of 1838-1342* Captain Charles 
/likes, the leader of this party, was ably assisted by 
r* William D* Jrackenridge, horticulturist and assistant 
botanist to the expedition* ih© collection was tempor¬ 
ally placed on exhibition at the intent Office* The 
first greenhouse erected to accomodate this exhibit was 
constructed in 1842 on a lot behind the latent Office 
Building* (3$ appropriation from Congress mat the cost 
of this undertaking.) 'Hie work was under the direction 
and control of the Joint Coimnittec of Congress on the 
Library, and greenhouse construction continued for the 
next two years* Jhen the collection of plants was 
finally housed, the Commissioner of Patents was given 
the custodianship of them, though the actual care was 
under the supervision of Captain ilkes, assisted by 
filliam Brackenridge* this arrangement was to continue 
until 1850. 
In 1849, Congress authorized the construction of 
an extension to the Patent Office Building* "o make 
place for this addition, the Botanic Carden had to be 
relocated* In a deficiency bill approved ay 15, 1850, 
Congress authorized this relocation, and directed that 
the appropriation for this purpose be expended under the 
direction of the Joint Committee on the I ibrory. The 
bill reads as follows* "Tor the removal of the public 
greenhouse, and the botanical collection thereat, to 
some suitable site on the public grounds, and for the 
erection of such other greenhouses os may be deemed 
necessary by the Joint Conrsittee on the Library, five 
thousand dollars, to be expended by said Joint Committee, 
and wnder the supervision of th * Commissioner of Public 
Buildings*” The site selected was at the west end of 
the Capitol Grounds, and was practically the same site 
as when the Botanic Garden was controlled, by the Colienbia 
Institute* 
Brer since the garden began functioning as a 
government institution, in 1842, the Joint Committee on 
the Library has had connections with it, although it was 
not until 1856 that the Committee assumed permanent 
jurisdiction over the Garden. The Botanic Garden is 
operated and maintained solely from appropriations 
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provided annually by Congress* The annual appropriation 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939 wo a 031,000 
for salaries and 133*350 for maintenance# ;nie_appro¬ 
priation for the fiscal year 185?, as contained in the 
Legislative* Executive, and Judicial Appropriation Act 
s proved August* 1856, provided for the maintenance of 
thgardens* including the emp 1 oyraent* 05*000* The 
appropriation is as follows** or raaimtoining the 
Botanic Garden and greenhouses, including.pay of horti¬ 
culturist and assistants, under the direction of tne 
Library Comeittee of Congress, $5*000#11 
In attempting to make a comparison of these appro¬ 
priations*' one has to keep In mind that in 1856 the gard&t 
was in its initial stages, and that botanical science 
at the time was in its infancy* Today* it is a million 
dollar establishment that compares favorably vith others 
of its kind a a an educational and display institution* 
The site selected in 1850 continued to serve as 
the issin Botanic Garden site until 1933, whan it was 
destined to be transferred to its present site on 
Independence Avenue• Action towards this relocation was 
initiated by Congress as early as 1925 so that the area 
of the Botanic Garden would be included as part of the 
hall Development. The project of relocation was finally 
authorised by Congress, and it was completed in January, 
1933* this project, which included the purchase of 
land and the construction of the conservatory and other 
buildings, amounted to the grand total cost of 3l,8?5*500* 
The present purpose of the United States Botanic 
Garden is significantly different from the original 
purpose in 1837# The present purpose is to collect* 
cultivate* and grow the various vegetable products of 
this and other countries for exhibition and display 
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to the public, and to provide study materiel for students, 
scientists, and garden clubs* 
The principal display material is located in the 
main conservatory, which is approximately 262 feet long, 
183 feet wide, and 40 feet high. The collection in¬ 
cludes a large variety of palms, cycods, fems, cacti, 
and other miscellaneous tropical cool-house plants, many 
of which are rare species* The collections and displays 
attract nearly 200,000 visitors yearly, including botan¬ 
ists, students, horticulturists, and the general public* 
If this is a criterion of success, then the efforts of 
the staff to develop the garden as a place of lively 
interest have given satisfactory results* 
mins 1 floral exhibits were inaugurated in 1935 
by the Architect of tha Capitol, who has served as Acting 
Director of the Garden since July, 1934* exhibits of 
seasonal display include the following'Aster lilies, 
roses, calceolarias, spring flowering bulbs, asaleas, 
r ho d o d an dr on s , chry san th emums, po ins e 11 i as, a nd cyclamen « 
he luxuriant fruiting of the banana, orange, lemon, 
tangerine, papaya, averroa, kumquat, coffee, and Surinam 
cherry my be seen in their proper seasons* The entire 
collection of the Garden includes over 8,000 species 
and varieties* 
The main property of the United States botanic 
Garden covers three eity squares, or approximately five 
and one-half acres* In addition, there are several ad¬ 
jacent reservations and a nursery under its control* 
The nursery contains some twenty-two acres and includes 
eight greenhouses located In another part of the city and 
known as Popular Point bursary* It is used for the 
purpose of propagation, and for growing plant material 
for use and display in tho conservatories and grounds 
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mid aluo in the landscape treatment of the pounds 
about the Government buildings# 
rile entire square of lanu adjacent to the mein 
conservatory serves as on outside garden site for the 
display of hardy, herbaceous, evergreen# and deciduous 
plant materials# This square also contains a small con* 
servetory used for ashibiiion purposes, housing collections 
of eiiri, crotons# camellias, and otiler cool-house 
plants# 
The United states Botanic Garden makes no con¬ 
tributions to tho science ox botany, and has no affilia¬ 
tions with other institutions# except in so far as the 
exchange of plant material is concerned* The legis¬ 
lation covering such exchanges is to bo found in the Act 
approved July 3, 1935, Public 200# 74th Congress# and 
is as follows3- '‘Hereafter plant material exchanges 
;a&y be made with botanic gardens, institutions, municipal 
parks# and gardens*?! 
The Botanic larden does not have an herbarium or 
a museum* Its library, if one would refer to if as such, 
contains less that 100 books* 
The Garden, though not operated as a scientific 
institution, offers educational facilities# in that it 
makes available to students, botanists, floriculturists, 
and scientists many rare and interesting specimens for 
. 
study* j’very year botanical specimens are received 
from all over the world ^*i£h requests for identifications# 
This is one of the services rendered by the Garden, at 
the same time it furnishes information relative to the 
proper methods of growing these plants# 
There arc no scientific or educational bulletins 
published or issued by the United States botanic Garden, 
although instructive information is furnished in response 
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to individual requests. All other information pertain- 
ing to it may be found froia year to year in the Annual 
Report of the Architect of the Capitol* 
TK1 OTOLD 'AHBSIQHGtt. 
One of the worldfs most famous, unfinished living 
monuments to plant science is the Arnold ..Arboretum* The 
philanthropy of James ./Arnold of Ksw Bedford, Massachusetts, 
doupled with the vision, enthusiasm, determination, and 
conviction of Professor Charles Sprague Sargent, trans¬ 
formed a marginal dairy farm of Massachusetts into a 
scientific institution unsurpassed in the world* The 
■period of transformation has been a period of trials* 
To begin with, the philanthropist did not Imow hov/ the 
bequest was to be used, and the first director did not 
know what was expected.* "here was no deliberate plan¬ 
ning of the Arboretum! its high position in the scien¬ 
tific world today is the result of fortuitous but most 
for tuna t e ei roomstancss* 
hen the will of James Arnold was probated, it was 
found that one and one-fourth of twenty parts, or 
approximately #100,000, was put in trust of Messrs. 
Oserge B* Emerson, John J* Diswell, and ?rancis Parker 
of Boston* This trust was «to be applied for promotion 
of Agricultural and Horticultural improvement, or both 
Philosophical and Philanthropic purposes at their dis¬ 
cretion; and to provide continuance of this trust to 
such persons, and on conditions as they, or the majority, 
rmy deem proper to carry out the intensions of the 
donor.w 
Two of these trustees were very much interested in 
trees# end realized the importance of establishing sn 
institution fov the study end cultivation of trees# 
s © matter of foot# through the efforts of > r# George 
B. Emerson# the author of T.A MS A‘h 
S37TS, the President# Trustees# and fellows of Harvard 
University signed on agreement with the trustees ox this 
, mold bequest hereby the University would, £ulfi11 ■ the 
intentions of the donor % Phis Was a significant agree- 
m an t b eca u a e th e 
naterialised iri 
permanency and safety of whatever 
the future would be as lusting as 
harvard University* 
By March# 1872# the staggering sun of more than 
103,000 was the ^working* endowment# the -'rue tee© of 
harvard had wade arrangements to utilise the Hussey 
farm of 125 acres in est Poxhury for the noble under¬ 
taking of growing every tree and shrub in I en England 
that could stand the open ground* 
In November of the following year# Professor 
Charles S# Sargent was appointed :'dreetor of the Arnold 
Arboretum and Arnold Professor of Dendrology* At that 
time he was the Director of Harvard* s own Bo tunic 
Harden ~~ famous for its herbarium and library# from 
which voluminous and invaluable contributions to taxonomy 
and morphology have been made# It had one of the most 
complete gardens# libraries# museums, laboratories# and 
herbari in existence* It took a man of Sargent's 
caliber to accept guardianship of a farm# nearly ruined 
by excessive pasturage# and make a scientific institu¬ 
tion out of it* 
However, with $3*000- working capital# with courage^ 
fortitude, but without equipment# without a library# 
without collections of plants# and without support or 
encouragement of the people. Professor Sargent accepted 
the challenge, and gradually improved the Arboreturn 
until it was the heat in the world* Hie natural ieatures 
of the farm, such as the hemlock grove, the pond, the 
meadows, the wwamuo, the cliffs, and th Coro ok were to be 
the basis of the pri nary design of this new and &i a tine* 
tive undertaking* All land soaping and plantings wore 
to fit into this hasic design* 
The tremendous needs of cultivation and improve¬ 
ment were always in excess of the working budget, making 
it Impossible to do anything but min tain a fixed pro¬ 
gram* fortunately for the future of the Arboretum and 
for the City of ‘oston, the noted landscape architect. 
Frederick Law Olmsted, benme interested in the incor¬ 
poration of the Arboretum vith the Boston ■' ity Park 
yetern* At that time he was laying out plans for the 
park system* He became very friendly with Professor 
-argent, who -saw great posslbilltier/ in his suggestions* 
The two worked together for ten years upon a con¬ 
structive plan before they were able to convince an 
apathetic public, the antagonistic authorities at 
Harvard, and the elected officials of Boston that their 
arrangement hod r»ny a dm/an tapes for Ci 11 concerned* 
Tr 1882, the following conditions were agreed upons- 
fhe City of Boston took title to the lend, and leased 
it beck to the President and Trustees of Harvard uni¬ 
versity for a period of one thousand years for one 
dollar pr-* year, with a proviso for a renewal of the 
lease for another one thousand years* The City of 
Tor ton wno to add certain lands, construct and main¬ 
tain roads 
all taxes* 
and walks, police the grouh&s, and assume 
The Chi varsity in return was to open the 
grounds tc the public from sunrise to sunset* 
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hTcn before this desirable oonnm&mtton. Director 
Sargent realise# the significance and necessity of 
extensile plant exploration throughout the world# Such 
expeditions were made for the purpose of collecting 
plants for the improvement of the groundn end for the 
erlorgement of the herhar 1 um» Professor 1msst H# il son 
was in charge of many of these expeditions., and he is 
credited with many of the most important collections of 
plants at the Arboretum today* He derotec! many years 
of valuable service to the enlargement of the herbarium* 
c early oe If78, the Arboretum wno the recipient 
of the first collections from Pastern Asia. illiaa 3* 
Clark, President or leave from the .Uassoehu setts yri cultural 
College, and founder of the college at fnpporo, Japan, 
sent a small collection of native seeds to his friend* 
Director Sargent* Included in this collection fas the 
Tee Pi lac ( g/r irsgc .•jap on leal $ 
{ ^xonjrtonn casts Tomtits) * and ths Hardest Cherry 
Cpytmus Bergentil)* These were the first specimens of 
their kind in America. Other plants that also had a 
similar early introduction to Hew nngland through the 
offices of the Arboretum were 'Hiunberg1 o barberry and 
clems tie* the seeds of these came from the botanic 
Herder at Petr©grad* 
Tn 1881 the herbarium included the first important 
collection of north American forest trees* This large 
assemblage undoubtedly was the result of the extensive 
travels and explorations mode by kq*gent himself and 
his assistants when he was making a survey for the 
United Itates tfovernment* He was commissioned in 1877 
to make a report on the forests and forest wealth of 
our nation* 
Throur*. the generosity of Hr. H. H. Harm ©well. 
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tha administration building, containing the herbarium 
and the library, was built and presented to the Uni¬ 
versity in 1892. That was a most timely and appropriate 
s-ift. Sargent’s personal botanical library of some 
6,000 books was growing rapidly, and the Arboretum had 
received 1,000 specimens of plants from Japan — the 
first collection of its Asiatic plants, the new library 
and herbarium had an auspieioust beginning, file herbarium 
was completely fire-proofed, being constructed of steel 
from the floor to the ceiling, and it was built large 
enough to hold 1,000,000 herbarium sheets. It is un- 
s 
for tuna t© that the need for a fireproof library was 
unforeseen at the tine of construction* It houses a 
priceless collection of photographs* books* and public 
. 
cations* 
The Arboretum has the best collection of books on 
woody plants in the world* barring the assemblage at 
the British Museum* The value of this collection depends* 
in no small part* upon a duplicate set of the Jesup 
Collection of Perth American foods* The original collectton 
is exhibited at the Museum of Katural History in Hew 
York City* Although it was brought together under 
Professor Sargent*e direction* it is more valuable thaA 
the original since it contains original water color 
paintings of the flowers and the fruits of the trees, 
made by Mrs* Sargent* 
fith increased donations of new shrubs and trees 
from interested friends and collectors* the Arboretum 
has expanded from the original 125 acres to the present 
extent of approximately 260 acres* As early as 1894* 
the President and Fellows of Harvard University pur¬ 
chased an additional ?5 acres to be called Peter*s Hill* 
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This tract of land was part of the old Jussey farm, 
and since the need of additional land was imminent it 
was decided to retain as much of the farm as possible* 
At several times over the years, the City of Boston 
ha a added various tracts of land to it, with the most 
recent addition consisting of soxae fifteen acres* 
During all of the 72 years of the life of the 
Arboretum, it has assembled and nurtured all that is 
beautiful, interesting, and hardy among woody plants, 
not only of Horth America, but from the flora of the 
entire world* It has played an outstanding part in the 
advancement of arboriculture* One may call it an ex¬ 
periment stations- It serves foreaters, landscape 
architects, ffuit growers, park atainistrators, nursery¬ 
men, and botanists alike* The collection of living 
plants is made up of more than 5,000 kinds of trees, 
vines, and shrubs all systematically arranged* The 
species and varieties belong to 87 families and to 
325 genera, as classified by the Linnaean dystera* The 
Arboretum willingly distributes surplus materials, and 
acts as a clearing house for seeds and plants, at the 
same time popularizing .American tre:?s and shrubs* 
The Arboretum seeks knowledge for knowledge’s sake, 
and gamers information for the use of the amateur, the 
student, and the specialist* Outstanding work in 
pathology, taxonomy, and genetics has been carried on 
in its laboratories* I ©acures for controlling and 
eradicating the deadly fungus that infects beech trees 
have been undertaken, and in no small manner the staff 
has assisted in the study and control of the Dutch elm 
disease* 
During the 54 years of Professor Sargent’s director¬ 
ship, the Arboretum amassed a wealth of material for 
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interpreting living plants# The needs for studies in 
the various phases of plant life were well recognised 
by Professor Sargent* but the lack of funds and facilities 
were always the chief obstacles to be surmounted* As 
a matter of fact, gifts and donations of money from 
frienda and admirers generally were only sufficient to 
balance the budget# year after year the current expenses 
always exceeded the income from the endowment# 
To insure the permanency and progress of the 
Arboretum after Sargent*s death in 192?, these same 
people undertook to raise : 1,000,000*, to be paid in five 
years, as an endowment to the memory of Professor 
Charles Sprague Sargent* It was to be called the 
"Charles Sprague Sargent Memorial fund0 • The amount 
was raised, despite many hardships, by committees that 
had been formed in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, lew 
York, and many other cities* 
cne of the first disbursements from this fund went 
for the enlargement of the research staff in the de¬ 
partments of plant pathology and plant cytology# 
Professor Oakes Ames* famous Curator of the British 
l \menm and newly appointed Supervisor of the Arnold 
Arboretum, mas in sympathy with Professor Sargent’s 
ideas# He was influential in the purchase of costly 
equipment to fit the needs of these new departments* 
Throughout the entire development of the Arboretum, 
the educational program has been developed correspond¬ 
ingly « The Journa 1 of the Arnold Arboretum was pub¬ 
lished for 10 years beginning in the year 1867# It was 
a weekly Journal devoted to articles on Forestry and 
Horticulture# It offered a means for prompt distri¬ 
bution oi important and useful information concerning 
studies and activities at the Arboretum* 
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The first issue of the Bulletin of i ouular In* 
formation was distributed in lay, 1911* This bulletin 
was mailed without charge every week in the Bpring and 
Autumn until 1915# At that time the second series was 
published and mailed at a price of 31* per year# This 
bulletin has contained articles on the idiosyncrasies, 
snd has given an appraisal of the ornamental and the 
economical value of hundreds of plants, This infor •- 
ation has been exceptionally useful to park commissioners, 
nurserymen, and landscape architects* 
In 1919, the more advanced and highly technical 
quarterly Journal appeared* Under the guiding influence 
oi professor A* Ilehdor, who had boon appointed Curator 
in 1913, it served as a vehicle of publication for 
scientific papers of staff members* Yet rrofessor 
Eehder desired that tho Quarterly should contain other 
articles ss well, upon such interesting topics as des¬ 
criptions and relationships of new species, notes on 
trees and shrubs, notes on the vegetation of countries 
visited, letters from correspondents, news about the 
Arbor etui, additions to she library and herbarium, and 
projects of interest to botanists, horticulturists, and 
friends of the Arboretum* The periodical has* been a 
highly successful undertaking* 
The #*molo Arboretum isf the only place in this 
country where records of the behavior of woody plants 
have Deen kept for over 70 years* Although it is not 
a school of landscape architecture or of forestry, it 
n.;.' eontriibuted directly to successful silvicultural 
and' landscape practices by disseminating iiiformation 
on the scientific, economical, and cultural properties 
of woody plants, 'Hie Arboretum continues to carry on 
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its original aims- To provide facilities for the study 
of trees and shrubs of the whole world, but especially 
of north America* The Arboretum is a monument to the 
hard work, p er a er ver a nee, diplomacy, and skill of one 
nan — Charles Sprague Sargent* 
It is evident that an arboretum is a specialized 
botanic garden, concentrating intensively on types of 
plants, primarily trees and shrubs $ it is necessarily 
limited in scope by the enviBoxmental footer# 
ms Missouri botasical Qj&mm* 
Unlike James Arnold, who never knew how his philan¬ 
thropy was g&ing to be used, Henry Show of St# Louis, 
Missouri, had planned and supervised his garden for 
25 years before n Shawls Garden * web to be controlled 
by a Board of Trustees of the Missouri Botanical Garden 
as directed by the terms of Ms Will# 
Henry Stow* who had come from England with a 
knowledge of the cutlery business, finally settled in 
St# Louis in 1019# He became a very successful, pre— 
Civil War businessman, retiring at the age of 40# Self- 
denial combined with an excellent practical philosophy 
were instrumental in amassing a fortune of 3250,000. for 
this man, who was quiet, modest, 'veil-educated, and 
retiring# 
Henry Show returned to his native country in 1851, 
making a side trip to Continental Air ope# As an outcome 
of this trip to the First World*a Fair in London and a 
visit to the private gardens of Chatsworth came the 
idea of having a garden of his own - and it was this 
dream which subsequertly became the Missouri Botanical 
Garden# 
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In 1857, ha engaged in** George ^iglomann to visit, 
examine, and obtain information about the botanic 
gardens which were in existence so that he might im¬ 
prove his own private gardens at Tower Grove 2:ark* At 
the same time a letter from Sir William J* Hooker, 
Director of Hew Gardens, contained tha following*- 
°-Tery few appendages to a garden of this kind are 
more important than a library and eeomomic museum, and 
these generally increase like a rolling snow-ball#H(6) 
Thereupon* Chaw had a library and museum built in 1858, 
and he assigned the task of selecting the books to Dr# 
Jnglemann and his botanist friends# One of the first 
things that he reo&maended was the purchase of the herb¬ 
arium of Professor Bernhard!, of Erfurt, Germany, which 
was for sale at a comparotively low price# 
fro a the very beginning of his undertaking, Shaw 
was desireous of founding a large School of botany that 
would collaborate with the Botanical Garden, but upon 
the wise advise of his good friend, Dr* Asa Gray, he 
did not undertake this phase of botanical work* none¬ 
theless, he was a firm believer in the needs of botanical 
education, and he reaffirmed this ideal in tt/m Act to 
Enable Henry Ghaw to Convey or Devise to Trustees Certain 
Lands % which contained the following;- *— to keep up, 
maintain, and establish a botanic garden for the culti¬ 
vation and propogation of plants, fruit, and forest 
trees, and for the disseminatlorn of the knowledge there¬ 
of among men, by having a collection thereof easily 
accessiblei by the establishment of a museum and library 
in connection therewith, as also by the establishment 
of public lectures and instruction upon botany and its 
allied sciences, when it shall be deemed advisible in 
furtherance of the general objects of saM trust** 
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Thirty years later, his probated Will contained 
a clause establishing the Henry Shaw School of Botany 
at the University of $&ahington in St* Louis* The 
professor of this School, to be known as the ,ngelmaras 
, r&fessor of Botany, was to be either the Director of 
'The Missouri Botanical Barden, or next in rimte to the 
Director* The Inaugural Bxercises of the School were 
held in lloveaaber, 1865* professor Gilliam Tr©lease, 
an outstanding botanist, had been appointed the first 
Director and Tngelmann Professor a few months previous* 
Thaw further expounded his desires, showing thereby 
u keen foresightedness, in Clause 11, Article 5 of his 
Will, which states*- *1 also declare that scientific 
investment in Botany proper, vegetable physiology, 
diseases of plants, study of forms of vegetable life, 
and of animal life injurious to vegetables, experimental 
investment in horticulture, arboriculture, etc* are to 
ba prom ted no less than instruction to pupils, th© 
details of which I leave to those- in charge* * 
The first Trustees of the Missouri Botanical Gar* 
den were selected by Shaw himself, and were named in his 
Will. Included on this Board ware the following2- The 
- Chancellor of fashingt&n t%iiversity of St. Louis| the 
Bishop of the Ipiaeopal Church; the President of th© 
Public Schools; the President of the Academy of Science 
of 3t* Louis# the iJayor of at* Louis# Dr. Asa Gray of 
Cambridge, Massachusetts# and ..rofessor S* B* Bard, 
Secretary of the BmiChsonian Institute. The successors 
to office of the first five named were automatically 
Trustees# whereby Dr* Gray and Drofassor Bard wars 
chosen as honorary members of the Board* 
Then Professor Troleaae undertook the Directorship 
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In 1885* he knew something of the problems that con* 
fronted him* The upkeep of the grounds had to be im- 
prove&| construction of various sorts must be under** 
taken! the herbarium and library collections had to be 
enlarged! and plans for instructional education had to 
t 
be formulated (see fig* 1J(• To increase the herbarium 
which contained some 2,000 specimens from Dr* 0. Krause, 
6,000 from Mr# S# B* Buckley, and in all some 20,000 
flowering-plant and fern specimens, Professor freleose 
gave his personal collection* In 1890, the famous 
collection of 2ar* George Tnglemann, of some 98,000 plants, 
wa a given to th e Mi a s o tar i Bo tan i ca 1 Garden* 
In 1892, the Botanical Gardmi was the recipient 
of a famous and valuable literature contribution# Dr# 
B* Lewis -Sturtevant, the first director of the Lew York 
Mate Agricultural Expertnent Station, gave his collection 
of 485 Pre-Llnraean books, ao well as 52,000 odd index 
cards of Agricultural andr Horticultural books, pamphlets, 
and bulletins, to the Garden* 
hen Mr actor Tr el eh so resigned in 1912, he had the 
satisfaction of knowing that the Missouri Botanical Gar- 
den had made great progress In the field of botanical 
science regsrdless of the difficulties and financial 
curtailments that ha had to meet* the Garden had sur- 
vived a tornado, hailstorms, extreme droughts, and severe 
winter killings* The herbarium contained 700,000 speci¬ 
mens, and the library hod almost 70,000 volumes* The 
first plant physiologist wss appointed to the scientific 
staff in 1909* Hie end of the heavy load of special 
taxoe was in sight, and the addition to the Henry Shaw 
town house was finally completed* Plans for the pre¬ 
sent min conservatories were made in 1911* Every¬ 
thing presented signs for a happy future* 
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Professor George T*. Moore succeeded Protestor 
fralease as the Director of the Garden in 19i£U Al¬ 
though he discontinued the Annual Deports# he inau¬ 
gurated the publication of the Bulletin in 1913# and 
the Annala of the Missouri Bo tanleal Garden# a quarterly# 
in 1914. In 1913# Director Moore cooperated with the 
Arnold Arboretum In sponsoring an expedition to the 
. r 
Southwest fofc the purpose of obtaining "a sore complete 
representation of plants indigenous to the Southwest 
with the view of publishing flora of that region.n(9) 
In that same year, he appointed a Curator of the herb¬ 
arium, ami a Mycologist to the Garden. 
During the first six years of Director Moore's 
administration# much thought and time was given to 
building, reconstrue ting, relocating# landscaping, and 
improving the Botanical Garden* Although he had re¬ 
organised the school for Gardening, which was inaugurated 
by frelease, in 1914, he had to discontinue it during 
the First World Aar. Floral displays end other activi¬ 
ties were also suspended for the duration* In 1918, the 
facilities of the Garden ware offered to the Government, 
and members of the staff served on various war committees* 
In 1919 a program of vocational training for disabled 
soldiers was started. 
the activities of the Garden returned to normal 
after the mr9 a&G several of its phases were reorganized* 
flans for the «Kenry Shaw Subdivision* were formulated 
in 1925 after a Court Decree had given the Trustees 
permission to dispose of some pasture lanl^purchase 
other land away from the atmospheric influences of the 
city - 50 miles west of St. houis. This new under¬ 
taking was to he governed by the terms ©f Show's will. 
Throughout the years from 1925, when 1,300 acres were 
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purchased* until the p»eaent moment* construction* 
grading* planting* and landscaping have been the ^mjor 
problems in carrying out this extension of the warden* 
It was always referred to as the Gray Susimit until 1932 
when the develox>ment of the nurseries* the construction 
of greenhouses* end other extensive improvements war¬ 
ranted the changing of ths name to Missouri Botanical 
Garden Arboretum*1* 
the purpose of the later development is two-fold* 
In the first place* much time is devoted to the pro¬ 
pagation and the growing of trees* shrubs* and plants 
for exhibition purposes at the city -Garden* either in¬ 
doors or out-of-doors* this important phase of the 
work avoids the existing difficulties of growing plants 
in the city atmosphere* In October* 1924* and again in 
December* 1927* a smoke pall settled over the city for 
two or three days each time* and ruined thousands of 
dollars worth of greenhouse plants* Other atmospheric 
disturbances such as severe wind storms, record hail¬ 
storms* cyclones* and severe ice storms have done great 
damage to greenhouses* plantings* and trees* 
The tremendous amount of replanting at the city 
Garden* which comprises only ?5 acres and some 12,000 
species of plants* justifies in many respects the second 
purpose of the Arboretum* The Trustees of the Missouri 
Botanical Garden desire to improve the Arboretum with 
an idea that it will become the botanical garden of the 
future* A certain area of the Arboretum is being de¬ 
veloped into a wild-flower reservation* and certain 
greenhouses are devoted entirely to orchids* where some 
20*000 are cared for* A pineturn is also being gradually 
established* a phase that could not possibly be under¬ 
taken at the city Garden* 
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At the time that improvements at the botanical 
Garden were being considered and plans for the new 
extension formulated, director Moore realized the need 
of some undertaking that would further the Garden*3 
studies of tropical plants* The trustees approved his 
idea of establishing a station in the Tropics, and in 
1926, land for such a purpose was purchased at Balboa, 
Canal done* This purchase ms made through the Canal 
Zone Governmont, and was to have future significance ■ 
to the GovernMnt* A house for the resident manager 
of the Tropical Station was built within a yeurf and the 
task of planning ‘the part that the Station mis to fulfill 
immediately became an active one* The project ex¬ 
panded and grew bo rapidly that in 1932 extensive im¬ 
provements @hd changes war a made* Valuable scientific 
information and data, as well as specimens of plants of 
that Tropical region, were forthcoming* However, the 
control of this Station was short-lived. The depression 
Xoars affected tremendously the working budget of the 
Missouri Botanical harden, and it became necessary to 
assign the Tropical Station to the Government of the 
Canal Zone* In return for this transfer, the Botanical 
Garden continued to be affiliated with the station in 
name* 
The accompanying graph concisely illustrates the 
financial difficulties that the Missouri Botanical 
Garden had to contend with* (Pig* 2) As a matter of 
fact, optimism gave my to a feeling of pessimism in 
1936* The income from the Show estate was sharply re¬ 
duced by taxation while other city institutions and 
other botanic gardens of the world were supported out 
of tax fimds* The oost of management plus the necessary 
fv/ 
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estate taxes steadily mounted* while the current in* 
cone declined to a point where the maintenance of the 
institution was threatened. The lie sour i ioteisal 
Garden must maintain itself according to the terms 
and intentions of Henry Shaw*e /ill* Since the death 
of Shaw » up to 19/>8 *» the Botanical Garden had paid to 
the City of sw Louis #2,b0O*OOG in taxes# this fact 
alone emphasises the soundness of Professor Sargent's 
thinking* urn; substantiates his persistent attempts to 
make the Arnold Arboretum part of the Bark System of 
the City of Boston* 
In 1939* the public wee given the opportunity for 
the first time in the history of the Missouri Botanical 
Garden to assist in its development and maintenance* 
The immediate need was a fund of approximately #50*000# 
This vm§ to be expended for bridges, fire protection* 
and roads at the Arboretum* thereby enabling it to be 
opened to the public at certain specifics times of the 
year# In addition* a maintenance fted was needed# This 
fund of $25*000* was known as the friends of the Gar* 
den44 fund# By the end of the year, the improvement 
fund -ms pr ctically subscribed in its entirety* and the 
maintenance fund, had reached a sum of about #7*000# 
Regardless of these financial difficulties* the 
research and educational programs of the Missouri 
Botanical Garden were maintained at a high standard* 
In 1928,the School for Gardening Program was changed 
to an Apprentice Gardeners1 Program* In 1939* these 
graduate apprenticeships were put on a more definite 
basis in cooperation with /ashington University# Bur» 
ing the school year these apprentices work three full 
days a week at the Garden and spend the rest of the 
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time as half-time students in Botany at the University 
in the Graduate School* In the summer they participate 
in the regular horticultural work og the Garden. Che 
wages are equalized over the year at a rate of $11* P®1* 
week paid by the Garden* To attract outstanding can¬ 
didates, the University grants half tuition to these 
apprentices* This arrangement seems mutually advan¬ 
tageous to the apprentices, the Garden, and to the 
University** 
In 1937, the Botanical Garden cooperated with the 
St* Louie Board of Education in giving supervised in¬ 
struction to the school children* .during this same 
year, over 7,000 children had instruction on trees, 
plants, and flowers under the guidance of a special 
nature study teacher* High school classes had lessons 
in physiography, conservation, pollination, and inter¬ 
relation between plants and insects* Sven the kinder¬ 
garten made use of the opportunities at the Garden by 
IHHI##♦»»♦»•>*»♦************** ** *' * * * * *»» 
^Robert B* Clark, R* 3*» Massachusetts State College, 
was a Garden Apprentice in 1938 and 1939, studying 
taxonomy and morphology* He is the author of A HARDY 
WO DOT mil BII TO HORTICULTURE., Mo* Bot* Card* Bui. 
Dec. 1940# and with William L* Browns The Chromosome 
Complements of Bumella lanuginosa.. Aiaer. Jour. Bot*, 
April, 1940| and in connection with Edgar Anderson and 
A* P* Beilmann has written FOR ST* LOUIS., 
Mo* Bot. Card* Bui., Bov* 1941* 
Stanley Bettony, R* S*, Massachusetts State College, M* 3. 
Shaw School of Jotany, was a Garden Apprentice in 1939 
and 1940 in Cytology* He is the author of COLGHICIBS 
TO AID TUB PLANT Mo. Bot* Card. Bui., June, 1940* 
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going on rtBird Walk** and Mature Walks"* 
Although Dr* J* M* Qremmn spends most of his 
time on curatorial duties, he has done research work 
in taxonomy on the flora of the Southwest* and the Go®- 
Dositae* the Ideologist of the Garden* Dr* C*W* Dodge* 
completed a manuscript in 1938 on the Botany of the 
Second Byrd Antarctic Expedition* although Mr* Paul 
Siple was the botanist of the ^edition* Mr* Siple 
wrote the ecological and geological part of that report* 
Important studies in genetics hare been tiedartaken by 
Dr* Mg&r Anderson* the Geneticist of the Garden and 
Wngelmann Professor* Dr* K* E* Doodson* Jr* has spent 
several years on a revision of the species Asclepias 
in the Uhl ted States concurrently with a surrey of all 
genera of Agclepladaceae in Perth America* 
the Missouri Botanical Garden has lately encountered 
war-time difficulties* and consequently has bean com¬ 
pelled to operate upon a maintenance budget# Meedless 
to say that plants and their products are supplying 
contributions to medicine, food supplies* manufacturing 
industries* ony of these articles are recognised as 
essential for the first time* The Garden has supplied 
instructions and literature on poisonous and edible 
plants in those vast regions where our servicemen are 
now located# It has also cooperated with the American 
minine Go** the Bureau of Plant Industry* the Hubber 
Development Corporation* the nmr terms ter Corps* and 
other drug houses* Mine former students or members of 
the Staff are located in Central or South America for 
the purpose of investigating rubber and quinine* 
40 
•em row tork sotstical oaansw 
Two years after the opening of the Missouri Botanical 
0*r<5an as a botanical institution under the control of 
Trustees* the Legislature of tho State of Firw York au¬ 
thorized "An Act to provide for the establishment of a 
i» i 
botanic garden and museum and arboretum, in Bronx Park, 
in the City of Haw York, and to incorporate She How York 
Botanical Barden for carrying on the sa:na*,? The purpose 
of the Act wa& the collection and culture of plants, 
. # •. ; f 
shrubs, flowers, and trees, for the a drone ament of 
botanical science and Knowledge, and for the prosecution 
of original rasearhhe®, for* the affording of instruction 
in tho same, for the prosecution and exhibition of 
ornamental and decorative horticulture and gardening, 
and for entertainment* recreation, and instruction of 
■the people. 
The control and management -"/are invested in a. Board 
of ?h nag ex* a by law* Included on this Board were the 
President of Columbia a College, the President of the 
Torrey Botanical Club, the President of the Board of 
Ida cat ion of the City of Few Yonk, the professors of 
Botany, Geology, and Chemistry of Columbia, and their 
successors in office* This group was to be known as the 
Scientific Directors, who were ex-officio members of the 
corporation and of the Board of ' Manager b* At least nine 
other managers were to be elected by the corporation 
members* 
-/'hen a sum of money not less than $250,000 . was 
raised - an amount sufficient in the judgement of the 
Board of Commissioners of the Department of Public 
Parks in the City of Yew York - the Board of Commissioners 
was authorised to appropriate land not exceeding 250 acres 
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in Bronx Paris to the corporation, or as amended in 1894 - 
“such other of the publicrpsrka north of the Harlem 
River os may he mutually agreed upon -—% 
This amount of money was subscribed by June, 1895, 
At this time, the Board of Estimate and Apportionment 
of the City of Mew York authorised to issue bonds 
or stock, payable from taxation, aggregating the sum of 
500,000,, not exceeding 3(S interest, redeemable with¬ 
in 50 years. This money was to toe used for the con-* 
, - 
struct ion of buildings and for the purchase of equip¬ 
ment. 
It is apparent that from the beginning this in¬ 
stitution was to toe supported by taxes, and not be 
subject to taxation, The present sources of income 
are from private subscriptions, the endowment, annual 
appropriations from the City of Few York, end member** 
ship dues. At present there are eight membership 
classifications, ranging from fees of $10^ up to #25,000^, 
divided into two groups, annual rayment and single 
contribution* 
The lew York Botanical Garden was less than a 
year old when it entered into an agreement with Co¬ 
lumbia tfeiversi iy# such agreement, however, could toe 
terminated upon one year’s notice to either party* the 
University agreed to deposit its herbarium arid botanical 
library with the Botanical Garden* In return, the 
officers and students had free access to the entire 
herbarium and library in years to corner the College 
could conduct courses in boteny and kindred subjects 
at the Garden# ell courses conducted by the Garden were 
to be open to officers and students$ botanical material 
was to be supplied to the College# the public schools, 
and other public educational institutions! and the 
" 
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College could recall any part of the Herbarium and 
library at any time for undergraduate instruction# 
he first educational program undertaken by this 
new institution was the labeling of some 500 trees of 
40 kinds on the area* this did not include tile famous 
hemlock Trove* however# Ohs start on the Botanical 
harden1s fungus collection* which is exceeded today 
only by the collection of the United States heperiment 
of Agriculture and the Herbarium at Karv rd University* 
was made in 1895# Hie Scientific fir actors recommended 
the purchase of the valuable and unique herbarium of 
Hr# J. B* Hills, containing some 75*000 specimens# 
j.b 1090* a Commission waa set up to prepare a 
general plan of development. A thorough report with 
r eoom^enda t ion a was submitted by the Gommieeion in the 
fall of that year# Thai report contained a study on 
general considerations* entrances, borders* driveways* 
buildings and their locations* specimen trees* decor¬ 
ative grounds* pineturn* deciduous arboretum* frutleetm* 
vitioetum* herbaceous grounds, ruekery* bog garden* 
lakes and ponds* the Bronx Itiver* economic garden, 
.permanent nurseries* forest areas* meadows* water supply* 
sewage diapMtl* grading* surface drainage* subsoil 
4 •« 
drainage* i 1 lag gas*, and reserve areas* fhc 
f. 
Jotaaission was determined on results in its under¬ 
taking and nothing tans left undone. Although the plan 
waa elastic in it3 recommendations, the whole tract 
was apparently ecologically adapted for all the purposes 
for which it was to he used. 
rrofesaor K. L. Arl tton was age of the founders of 
the hew ioi’iz Botanical Oarden, and was its first 
irector-in-Chief, as well as the first dacretary for 
the Board of Managers, tinder his active leadership 
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the plantings, landscaping, grading, and drainage pro- 
gratns progressed rapidly* Although the museum and 
range of horticultural houses were not completed until 
1900, accessions of all kinds were continually re¬ 
ceived in largo quantities* Those that could not he 
cared for in temporary quarters were stored in build¬ 
ings of other institutions* All through these early 
years a nursery vies established and maintained to supply 
plants, trees and shrubs for the grounds* Through 'Idle 
generosity of Columbia University, the I aw York botanical 
Inrden had the use of a temporary greenhouse at homing- 
oiue Heights* ‘ his greenhouse was operated to capacity 
a t all times* 
.he museum building is designed in Italian henais- 
sance style, where regularity is confined, to the two 
chief stories* Phis building contains the administra¬ 
tive offices, classrooms, laboratories, an auditorium* 
t)'ie library, and the herbarium. As early as 1896, it 
was proposed that the entire first floor be devoted to 
the economic museum* krofesoor Britton wanted this to 
be a special feature of the Gordon. This display was 
to be arranged by products, crude and commercial, to¬ 
gether with the procans of manufacture. The second 
floor of the museum woo divided into five sections; 
General botanical i-.useun, “physiological Museum, halaeo- 
botanical Museum Collection, Illustration of the flora 
ol the region ©f ICO Miles about few York City, and 
Special Collections. 
Tlie nsnge ci Horticultural Houses consists of 
13 buildings with a pairs house as the central feature* 
The entire structure is rectangular, thereby enclosing 
s large court, This court is utilized tor aquatic 
plants and ornamental features, the style is in keep- 
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inrr \rlth the ‘fuseum, which is modernized Italian B©» 
rmisssr.ee* 
hr, H, H* Busby was appointed Honorary Curator of 
the ;:aor?omic Collections in 1898* He accepted that im¬ 
portant task with enthusiasm, and immediately set to 
^ork, The Collection was to be established upon a no re 
distinctly and systematically educational basis than 
erer was a ttcB^ted anywhere by this type of in:iti tut ion. 
Realizing that the accumulation of economic plants 
would be a slow process, and that the exhibits regarding 
predi'tction and marmfaeture of plant products by comercial 
companies would present difficulties, Hr. Rushy had to 
rely n on a limited purchase and a promissory exchange 
method* 3tartds were not adequate to make ext en si re pur¬ 
chases or acquisitions by collections* Donations of 
i 
any large amounts of material were problematical, fhe 
limited purchase fund was divided into two parts, 
namely? to pay the necessary expenses of exhibits 
secured by unpaid friends and oorrespondents, and to 
pay for collections made by special expeditions* 
apparently this was a practical means of securing 
economic collections because the Few York Botanical 
garden immediately received an industrial exhibit of 
the turpentine industry from Dr* Charles Mohr of 
obile, Alabama» An exhibit of the Dante currant and 
0-0 to industries was tor thcoming that same year, 
.professor P* H, Mel 1 of 41abam Polytechnic Institute 
agreed to supply an exhibit on the production and 
marketing of cotton* An agreement with a special qx» 
pedition of a Mr* Jhirbanks resulted in a collection cf 
certain rare plants of Pernambuco, Brazil. 
me promissory exchange method required a special 
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program of collecting materials of authenticated origin# 
It me therefore decided to employ Professor A# A# 
9 ' 
Tyler of Syracuse diversity as a part-time collector# 
■[y this method all economic specimens exchanged would 
* • 
be accompanied by an herbarikia specimen and a complete 
record of the details of collection* .dr# Tyler collected 
2C sets of 80 species in the vicinity of da stem, Penn¬ 
ey Ivor, i a the first summer* Exchanges were offered 
through the means of s circular, and acceptances were 
made by the Institute Medico Vaclonal of lesieo, the 
Technological Husearn of Sidney, Australia* and the 
Government of British India# 
"1 ijie Bfid of the first year of this educational 
and scientific program, the following exhibits were 
either received or promised by commercial industriess 
”• set of specimens, photographs, and itsplmsmta 
of the opium industry in Turkey* 
Photographs of fig-packing in tens. 
9 
vidilbit oi the perfume industry at (Irassc# 
-...diibx u illustrating the principles of standard¬ 
isation of drugs on the basis of their per¬ 
centage of active constituents# 
illustrations of the olive and nutmeg industries# 
.vXtiifc/it of the volatile oil industry* 
this was an auspicious beginning which gave every In¬ 
dication oi a successful and promising future* 
At the beginning of the year 1900, the .Director of 
tho ^oratories, v B. 7» MsciJougal, reported 
that 20 «rod»0*» «tudanta had dona r/ork connected with 
tho ye* York Botanical Oerrterw In the same year the 
Esport, of the Soientifio Director contained sn outline 
of research courses offered to officers of tho Garden 
and to the Botany Department of Columbia University# 
The outline of that educational program, which follows, 
was well-defined* 
Physiology of the Cell taxonomy of Pteridophyta 
Ecology Taxonozap of Spermatophyia 
Morphology of Algae Taxonomy of Gramineae 
orphology of Amgi Embryology of Spermatophyta 
Morphology of Bryophyta Special Taxonomy 
lierphology of Pteridophyta Regional Botany 
Morphology of Gpcrraatophyta physiology of nutrition 
Experimental Morphology geological Physiology 
Taxonomy of Algae Physiological Anatomy 
Taxanomy of fungi General Physiology 
Taxonomy of Bryophyta 
These advanced courses cover praetiaally every phase of 
Botany, and wex*e acceptable for advanced degrees at 
Columbia university* Students taking these courses had 
to be approved by the Director, and were required to 
pay a fee of $15 an hour per week per year up to 10 
hours per week* This ms equivalent to $150 per year 
(taken as 36 weeks)* If a student did not have the 
means of paying this fee, he had the opportunity of 
wo a king at 25 cents an hour on collections , or of 
bu plying books, specimens or plants in value equal to 
the fees* Hera again the Director determined the value* 
In a report by Director Britton to the Executive 
Committee in 1916, relating to further develop ient of 
the Garden, the property valuation of the Hew York 
Botanical Garden was about 114,000,000* Of this valu¬ 
ation a goodly amount was assigned to the herbarium, 
library and plantations* The herbarium contained over 
1,500,000 specteensi the library had some 28,000 volumes* 
and the plantations comprised some 14,000 spedies and 
varieties* Those collections continue to be of great 
educational and scientific value* some have attained in¬ 
ternational significance* 
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All through these years 310,000 was spent annually 
for the development of the grounds alone# In 1915 the 
City of Mew York added a tract of 100 acres to the 
original grant* In that year about one-third of the 
second conservatory range had been completed - this to 
be used as a display greenhouse for horticultural pur¬ 
poses* there was urgent need for one wing of the 
museum, which had been contemplated in the original 
plans# lore room was needed for laboratories, the 
library, storage of specimens, and lecture®* birector 
Britton estimated that gifts aggregating 3500,000 v 
would accomplish the work outright, or the interest 
from an equivalent endowment might do the same in 10 
years* He felt that resources were urgently needed if 
the valuable property and the scientific staff were to 
be utilised properly and efficiently* 
The proposals of birector Britton wore approved 
and subsequently carried out, so that the Hew York 
Botanical Garden expanded and flourished under his 
conscientious and far-sighted policies* He was its 
lirector-in-Chief until 1939# For 34 years. Professor 
Mm L* Britton was devoted to his profession, and was 
largely responsible for publications of the Garden* The 
Journal and Memoirs were published in 1900# forth 
American Hera in 1907j ycologia, the official organ 
of the Ideological Society of America, in 1909# and. 
Addisonia in 1916* The irregularly issued Brittonia, 
in his memory, was established in 1931 when the garden 
was under the directorship of Professor B# B# Merrill* 
Professor Merrill served in that capacity until 1935 
at which time he accepted an important administrative 
position at Harvard University* 
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Several important features and changes at the Hew 
York Botanical Garden were inaugurated under the ad¬ 
ministration of the latter. His work naturally was 
Impeded by the depression, but by sound economic manage¬ 
ment practically all of the borrowings on the endowment 
funds, about $50,000.» was restored by 1935* 
In 1932 the Garden cooperated with, the Horticultural 
Society of Hew York and with the national Association 
of Gardeners in establishing the School of Professional 
Gardeners* It offered courses in botany and practical 
gardening, and acade&ie credit ms given for the com¬ 
pletion of these courses* ?his School has added much 
to the scientific and educational program of the Garden* 
Intension courses in gardening, which have been given 
in March and again in October and November, have always 
been well attended* 
The scope and activities of the Garden became so 
outstanding and enlarged that it became necessary to 
have the Act of Incorporation of the Hew York Botanical 
Garden amended* This amendment was approved in 1933 
and contained a few significant changed over the ori- 
ginal program. The Garden could establish and ma into in 
a botanical garden and museum and arboretum elsewhere 
within or without the state of Hew York, ’The Torrey 
Botanical Club and Columbia varsity had the right 
to appoint one and four persons respectively to the 
Board of Managers for definite or indefinite terms of 
Git ice* Those manager© could be removed .Cron office 
by the Club and University* The Picard of Estimate and 
apportionment could appropriate the whole or any part 
of the land in Bronx Park for further extension and 
developiaent of the Hew York Botanical Garden* 
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In 1936, Dr* Alexander P* Anderson agreed to es¬ 
tablish a permanent research and fellowship fund by 
adding 15,000 to a previous gift of $10,000* The 
first fund mis used for research in the laboratories 
and gardens* 'the additional gift wag intended to 
finance fellowships for research workers doing advanced 
studies at the Garden, with preference given to college 
and university graduates* Dr* Anderson was a former 
research worker at the Kew York botanical harden at which 
*iee he developed puffed rice and puffed wheat* Hie 
Alexander P* Anderson and the iydia Anderson i-.ei 
and fellowship Pimd finances the work of young scientists 
who are investigating important botanical problems* 
In 1919, the authorities of the Garden gave hr* A* 
d* Stout permission to work in cooperation with the 
Department of Pomology or tins Kew York State Experiment 
auction xor the purpose of breeding a seedless grape 
that was hardy in the climate of central hew York* The 
inheritance of eeedlessness, and ‘the nature and scope 
of aendlessness of various types were other details 
.proposed for investigation* The first seedling to 
produce seedless berries fruited in 1926, but it was 
not until 1936 that a satisfactory plant of the kind 
wnB developed* This new grape ms named the BRONX 
-i > i 
J-b ■itiSS ©aws sr* 
,jr* 3tout has also been responsible 
x0V ^li0 Production of fast**growing poplars, which are 
so Important to the paper pulp industry , and for ex- 
tor. sin studies on the hybrid day-lilies (Hemet ocali i«,) 
i'ho investigation of poplars was under taken in co¬ 
operation with ths Oxford rapar Goiipajiy, and hybrids 
Hava boon distributed throughout foreign countries as 
well as In America* 
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The hathanlel Lord Britton and Jlizabeth Gertrude 
Britton Ihaad \«&o an endowment fund stipulated in the 
will of the former Director and h> under of the Garden* 
2he 3ardan raceirad one-sixth of the residuary estate# 
The inoorm from the fund was to he used for botanical 
and horticultural research, exploration and publication, 
and the increase of collections of plants, books, and 
specimens, but not for maintenance or construction* 
iince the death of Dr* i<* L* Britton, the Lew York 
Bo t; mi cal Garden has been served by four Dire© torsi 
ur « ji * D# dorr ill, Br* ji-w -V* .f-tOwe, Bx*# *1# -si.# u 3, go oon, 
did ..sh** G# Be Bobbins# 
The scientific work of the institution has bean so . 
far-sighted in scope that men, materials, and inform- 
a t.ion ha ve been i raedia tely available for serving the 
critical needs of bur country during the current trying 
days# 
he Hew York Botanical Garden was 15 years old 
when the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Beioneo3 was 
given authorisation by the die to Legislature to es¬ 
tablish a botanic garden 43 one of its departments* 
"his authorisetion came about because a group of public-^ 
spirited citizens desired to eliminate and make more 
attractive a tract of land that waa used fox' the burning 
of refuse by the park department* their idea was to 
have a botanic garden under private administration* In 
in3 years that have intervened, that eyesore in the 
heart of Brooklyn has become the most beautiful spot in 
the Borough, and is annually visited by approximately 
2,000,000 people# 
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In accordance with the Act of Legislature of 1897* 
the purpose of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden is as fol- 
lows*- rt Tor the collection and culture of plants* flowers* 
shrubs, and trees* the advancement of botanical science 
and knowledge* and the prosecution of original researches 
therein and in kindred subjects! for affording instruc¬ 
tion in the same* and for the prosecution and exhibi¬ 
tion of ornamental and decorative horticulture and 
gardening* and for the entertainment* recreation* and 
the instruction of the people. 
The founders of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden de¬ 
sired an educational program more extensive than any 
other ever attempted by any botanic garden* The edu¬ 
cational program began in the Ball of 1910 when the 
first director* C* -Stuart Gager** had offices in tem¬ 
porary quarters* and the Garden had not even been turned 
over to a Board of Trustees. 
The Garden receives an annual appropriation from 
the lew York City fax Budget* as well as the income from 
endowments and fees for membership. The appropriation 
from the city is expended for per man ent Improvements 
and annual maintenance. The contribution® of private 
funds for improvements supplement those of the city, 
are expended also for scientific anti educational work* 
and for the administration of the Botanic Garden. The 
original agreement required the Board of Trustees to 
provide only $50*000, , but throu^out the years it has 
secured well over $3*000*000* of which a substantial 
amount has been given as permanent endowments. 
The City of Few York has been very liberal, broad¬ 
minded, and generous in support of its educational and 
cultural inotitutions* In the coses of the Brooklyn 
^Deceased - August* 1943 
Botanic Garden and the Hew York Bo tan i dll Garden* it 
provided the site* it retains ownership of the insti¬ 
tution* it makes contributions to the upkeep* and it 
exempts the property from taxation* However* one-half 
of the initial coot of the Laboratory Building and Con¬ 
servatories at the Brooklyn Garden was provided from 
private funds* ' Ghe entire cost of the Hose Garden* the 
Japanese Garden* the bridges, the Conservatory Plaza* 
f 
and 1die Robert Young Gate came from private funds* Hie 
cost of publications for the Library* specimens for the 
Herbarium* living plants for the gardens* and the Con¬ 
servatories* have been mot by appropriations from the 
Garden. 
Hi ere have been seven classes of membership at the 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden ranging from an annual member* 
who contributes a #10 fee* to a benefactor* paying 
> 100*000 or more* All memberships excepting the an¬ 
nual type carry full privileges in the 4thor departments 
of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, fhese 
memberships, also carry certain out-of-town privileges 
ana are affiliated with other cooperating institutions 
and organizations which range from Vermont to California* 
fhey do not Include free admission to the Philadelphia 
and Boston Flower Shows* however* 
Although the botanical exploration program of the 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden has not be^i extensive# it did 
cooperate with an expedition to Western Cuba], and it 
assigned s botanist to the Mulford and As tor Expeditions* 
the former exploring the Amazon basin* the latter study¬ 
ing the Galapagos Islands* Its own expedition has studied 
the wild and cultivated Iris of Japan - a detail resting 
in large measure upon the development of the Japanese 
Garden under the direction of Miss Mary Averill. Honorary 
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Curator of Japanese Gardening* Miss Aver5.11 was ap¬ 
pointed to the staff in 1919* A gift of 312,500 , from 
Mr.* Alfred r* #hite in 1915 made the construction of 
o 
the Japanese Garden possible* It was designed after 
a Jiwa by a Japanese landscape architect, Mr* I’akeo 
Bhiota* 
* 
In 1919 and J920* Mr* Jhite made another gift of 
approximately #80*000 to the Garden for construction 
of the Conservatory Plan and aster lily Pool* Che sum 
total of all his generous gifts was the equivalent to 
a Benefactor membership* He was one of six that the 
Garden lias ever had* He has been colled *ihe father of 
the Botanic Garden “* 
A tentative outline of an educational program for 
the Brooklyn Botanic Garden was drawn up as early as 1911* 
It embodied 14 distinct features* namely; labelled col¬ 
lections* correlation of work with local schools, pub¬ 
lic lectures to adults, special lectures, lecture 
courses, courses in instruction, public demonstrations 
and exhiDitions, docentry, the library* bureau of in¬ 
formation, supply department* advanced study and research, 
presentation of papers, and publications* It was s© 
thorough and broad in scope that it is still followed 
in large measure* (rig*- 3) 
It has always been the desire of the officials of 
the Garden to serve the City to the limit of its capacity* 
thB m0Qt effective and far-reaching plan has been one 
of practical cooperation with the public and private 
schools* (See imp) there are thousands of children in 
the congested areas of large cities who have never 
walked in woods, or fields, and who have never seen 
wild flowers* The Brooklyn Botanic Garden brings a 
bit of the Wildwood to the city, and the children have 
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High and Junior High | 
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Home for Tubercular 
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Brooklyn Training 
School for Girls 
Etc. 
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Scientific and Educational Societies 
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-Q 
4 
4 
United States 1 
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New York State 
Other States | 
Greater New York | 
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Fig. 21. Map of Brooklyn, showing the location of schools that are being served in one way or another by Brooklyn Botanic 
Garden. Open circles designate High Schools, all of which are being served; solid dots in circles designate Elementary schools 
(the so-called “Public Schools”), most of which are being served; a horizontal line through a dot in circle designates a Junior 
High School; a cross, Parochial school; a cross in a circle, Parochial High School; P, Private school (not parochial) ; T, Train¬ 
ing School. A solid dot, elementary school not being served by the Botanic Garden. There are only 8 of these in Brooklyn. 
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resx>onded magnificently* The Botanic Carden has been 
an exceptionally valuable adjunct to the work of students 
in nature study, botany, and even geography. The 
facilities of the Garden enrich the school work. 
In 1913, some 500 students, representing about 5$ 
of the schools, availed themselves of the opportunities 
for class instruction at the Garden, In 1920 the 
number brought to the Garden by their teachers exceeded 
20,000 pupils. 100$ of the high schools and 78$ of the 
elementary schools were using the facilities offered at 
that time, the annual number of pupils now is well 
over 50,000. The subjects discussed in these classes 
are directly related to the school curriculum. At the 
beginning of each term the Garden distributes the list 
of subjects, the pupils are given a syllabus to facili¬ 
tate the f* follow-up*1 work when the class returns to 
school, 
?ae Botanic Gardes has not relied entirely upon 
the public and private schools for disseminating bota¬ 
nical information* It has conducted its own school open 
to adults, teachers, nurses, and children* Included 
are lessons about the plantations and conservatories, 
practical laboratory exercises in plant propagation and 
plant growth, uses of plants and plant forms, the draw¬ 
ing and painting of plants, and flower arrangement. The 
attendance at these classes has exceeded 50,000 people 
annually, 
-Several courses for members of the Garden are open 
to students of long Island University and Ifew York 
University in the undergraduate program. Credit towards 
an advanced degree is given for research work at the 
Garden to students of both Universities* 
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In cooperation with the Brooklyn Teachers Asso¬ 
ciation the Garden offers courses to teachers in bo¬ 
tany, horticulture, floriculture, and nature study* 
Most of these comprise 30 sessions with © varying 
amount of laboratory work# 
The children^ courses comprise 30 Saturday morn¬ 
ing sessions in the ifell, winter, and Spring* The Out¬ 
door Garden Clours© features the maintenance of a garden 
throughout the summer season* 'This course is limited 
to approximately 200, and the Spring Course is a pre¬ 
requisite* lach boy or girl has to satisfactorily per¬ 
form the preparatory work in plant and soil study* 
The children’s greenhouses and classrooms afford the 
opportunity for practical work in propagation, trsns- 
planting, potting, and general care of plants. 
vhe aim is to educate boys and girls, not to 
raise plants. Sager(4) states it thus* "Knowledge and 
character are the crop — the vegetables and flowers 
a By~Jjroduet% ay doing this type of work for a period 
of 6 to 8 years smny children have discoverod their 
nain interest in life. Some have gone into the florist 
business# others have started nurseries# and others 
have gone on to college, specializing in botany or 
horticulture. To give encouragement to this latter 
group, the Garden awards annually a $100 scholarship 
for work of superior Merit, sustained interest in all 
the work is expressed by the activities of the hoys and 
uirls Club of some thousand members. They have pub¬ 
lished their own paper ‘higrieoia", presented various 
garden programs, and awarded prizes in recognition of 
outstanding work to its own members. They er^jhaaize 
education, strive for a direct contact with nature, and 
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set forth courses of study that are related and pro¬ 
gressive* 
As early as 1914 the Garden began supplying penny- 
packet flower andvegetablgr seeds to school children* 
The Garden took the initial lead in establishing back¬ 
yard gardens during the First World war* and 25,000 seed 
packets were called for* A steady increase in the nmber 
of packets has taken place from ye ar to year , and in 
1930 over Too, ouu were sold to over 240,000 children* 
The Victory Garden Campaign of this present conflict Is 
increasing the demands on this department to well over 
1,000,000 packets a year* 
toother important phase of the educational pro¬ 
gram is the distribution of living plant materials* All 
plants raised by pupils at the Garden become theirsf oil 
visiting classes receive a potted plant for their class¬ 
rooms! duplicate potted plants are piseed in hospitals 
and public libraries! surplus propagating materials are 
distributed to Garden metabars in the springtime! and, 
propagating material is exchanged with other growers* 
The Botanic Garden ma in tains- a bureau of informa¬ 
tion which comprises all of its staff members* They 
give information on all the aspects of plant life and 
gardening* Its library of 35,000 or'more books, pam¬ 
phlets, and periodicals renders an Important public 
service* Horticultural and botanical exhibits are in¬ 
stalled a u flower shows and at schools, and special 
leaflets are distributed free of charge* The petri- 
dish service and the loan collections to the schools 
have been valuable contributions to public education* 
To attempt has ever been made to develop an ex¬ 
tensive herbarium beyond the point of illustrating the 
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flora within a radius of 100 miles of Brooklyn* At 
present the herbarium contains about 170,000 plants, 
including phanerogams and cryptogams* 
uch emphasis has, however, been placed upon the 
study of local flora in the research department of the 
Garden* From the very beginning, investigations in 
morphology, physiology, evolution, genatics, and patho¬ 
logy have bean foremost in the studies of the staff* 
which has ©Iso carried on extensive work in the problem 
of disease realstance* Garden investigators assisted 
in discovering the physiological species in the plant 
smuts that are so destructive to the cereal grains. The 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden maintain© the largest known 
collection of the varieties of the Boston fern, and they 
have been used in connection with studies in plant ge¬ 
netics* 
In 1930, the Botanic Garden inaugurated a radio 
broadcasting series over Station W5TC. By cooperating 
y*ith other agencies it was able to expand this program 
until when a coast—to—coast network was st its 
disposal over station WQB* Printed programs and digests 
were distributed until Juno, 1941, when the ^facilities 
to the Radio Garden Club were terminated in favor of a 
commercial organisation* 
Jinee the outbreak of the war, the Garden has m&e 
outstanding contributions in both research work and 
nVictory Garden* projects* the future of civilisation 
depends upon the children, and the Garden continues to 
cater to the education of children* It fosters the 
scientific method, and has continued faith that the 
children can be trained to assemble and to analyze facts 
^i9tu^l7Xrmd4%°JlfW lo«ioal ^elusions therefrom. 
® future of scientific research lies in those who are 
now children# 
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this acnrciS fmm&m southw^st^hk arborstov, * 
The most recent and perhaps highly specialized 
botanical institution today is the Boyce Thompson South¬ 
western Arboretum at Superior, Arizona* Few people 
realize that Arizona is noted for such a wide variety 
of interests as its copper mining industry, healthful 
climate, winter resorts, and its beauty in desert and 
mountain scenery* Fewer people realize that its future 
lies in agricultural development, and not in copper min¬ 
ing or the tourist trade* 
As early as 1865 a Federal Governmental Committee 
surveyed the agricultural and home-making possibilities 
of the sub-arid portions of the Southwest, and to its 
dismay found nothing very encouraging to report* Al¬ 
though they discovered a small amount of native growth 
good enough for cattle grazing, they reported that crops 
could not be grown successfully, and that the long hot 
summers would blight any crop before it matured*. That 
Committee was honest in its opinions, but in the early 
1920*b Col* William Boyce Thompson decided to do some¬ 
thing constructive agriculturally for Arizona as he had 
done in mining* 
Col* Thompson was a Westerner born aid bred* Al¬ 
though .Iontana was his home State, his mining interests 
attracted Mm to Arizona where he became appreciative 
of the natural beauty and climate* He hag an intensive 
leva for plants, and knew ns’s dependence on them* 
This led to the establishment of the Boyce Thomson 
Institute for Plant Research at Yonkers, K* Y* Further 
realizing that little progress had been made in de¬ 
veloping am! bringing Into usefulness the many wild 
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foras of plant life, particularly dry-elinate types, 
he became interested in them and in their potentialities* 
when he retired in 1923, he built Ticket lost House, 
reminiscent of his horesback rides and trips over the 
winding trails of old Arizona during his mining ways, 
as a winter home on a beautiful site which is now part 
of the Arboretum proper* Sven then he desired to make 
a definite contribution to plant research of that re* 
> 
gion* something .that was more than mare botanical pro¬ 
pagation. He wanted to benefit the .'State and tho entire 
Southwest. Accordingly, he visited many scientific 
institutions, consulted some of the host plant authori¬ 
ties, and secured definite information before he pro¬ 
ceeded with any practical plan. Biia characteristic 
habit had served him well in the copper mining in¬ 
dustry, and those who knew him anticipated great things 
from his new undertaking, the result was the Boyce 
Thompson Southwestern Arboretum* 
xn 1984 the State of Arizona had no Statutes pro¬ 
viding for a ntn-profit, tax exempt, scientific research 
corporation. Col. Thompson prevailed upon the good 
offices of the Governor and a special legislative Act 
woe approved March 7, 1925. The revised Code of 1928 
is as followss- "Corporations may be formed for research, 
investigation, and experimentation in agriculture, 
horticulture, biology, botany, arboriculture, and other 
subjects scientific. .Then any such corporation shall 
be organized not for profit and shall have no capital 
stock, all property of such corporation, used for its 
purposes or connection with its work, including all 
property held by or for such corporation for the carry¬ 
ing on of the work thereof, shall be exempt from taxation 
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bo long as the same shall he used for such purposes 
only, and not used or held for profit*® 
In October* 1927, William B. Thompson* Charles F. 
Ayer, and Rdwsrd W* Rice signed the Articles of Incor¬ 
poration and comprised the first Board of Directors* 
Although the nature of the business and the purposes of 
the Arboretum are given in detail and cover every con¬ 
ceivable phase, the present purpose Is **to bring to¬ 
gether and grow, for study and possible utilisation, the 
plants of sub-arid climates and, to ipublish the results 
of such investigations3* 
Tn the same wy that Henry Shaw took an interest 
... n ■ - . • - . 
in the first plantings and early development of the 
3Shaw Gardens*, so we find Col* 'fillism Thompson en¬ 
thusiastic and full of anticipation* He once remarked, 
3lt is a big job, but we will build here the most beau¬ 
tiful, and at the sane time the most useful, garden of 
&ts kind in the world11. 'Sven after .Professor Frank¬ 
ie J* Crider accepted the opportunity of organizing 
and directing the work of the Arboretum in 1924, Col* 
Thompson took great delight in surveying trails and 
roads, planning various details, and, designating places 
for choice trees* He believed that every feature should 
be planned for permanency, and that the development 
should be a gradual process* Ha insisted that a plan 
be made for every new development* 
a large part of the lands of ihe Arboretum had to 
oe acquired from the Federal Government because it was 
located within the boundaries of the CrookmBatitmal 
Forest* Tn the first place. Col* Thompson had to secure 
a special usage permit from the Forest Service for the 
BO acres that he acquired when he buSlt his house* 
Since that time various tracts of land have either been 
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exchanged, acquired, or transferred from the Govern¬ 
ment holdings of from the Mining Companies* Vow there 
vre some 2900 acres for arboretum purposes* The Arboretum 
is situated ot the foothills of the Pinal Mountain Range 
with pieen Creek and Arnett Canyons passing through itf 
and Ticket Point Mountain adding a contrast by towering 
up mnm 4,000 feet* 
uean Creek Canyon is fertile land and had pre¬ 
viously been a part of a farm* Although the stream 
dries up in the summer, it ia the source of water for 
the irrigation system of the Arboretum* A 45 foot well 
end a tunnel were constructed in 1925 from which under— 
ground water ia taken to a storage reservoir of 
3,700,000 gallons capacity* 
fhe first permanent constructions for propagating 
and handling of plants were built in 1925, and the Ad¬ 
ministration Building was erected in 1926* It is of 
native rook covered with lichens* The building is 
practically fireproof, and provides ample space for a 
library, offices, laboratories, seed room, herbarium, 
and supply rooms* Two greenhouses adjoin this building. 
ihe annual rainfall of the region averages about 
17 inches and comes at two seasons of the year — mid- 
e usurer and winter* The Temperature lories from 25 to 
51<> degrees* the Arboretum has to contend with these 
ti.ustei 9 factors, and the agrleiiltural development is in 
direct relation to the water supply and to the water 
efficiency of the cultivated plants* 'therefore, the 
research • px'ogram has been more or less laid out for the 
,%tbo*. eturn* Th-? .Scientific Staff has been searching for 
drouth-resistant varieties of plants# it 1ms been select¬ 
ing, breeding, and propagating new typos that have low 
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vm ter requirements$ and, it ha a been studying the run da-*- - 
• cental f.- ctors which contribute toXerophy tis.-a in plants* 
any promising exotics have bean brought in from 
. .ustralia, berth and >outh Africa, and central osia for 
investigation* any wild types have been improved by 
cultivation, until they surpass in beauty, .color, and 
fora many of the commercial forms*. Mnong such, are 
species of 2lortonia* baoeharis, Cowoniu, and Psoralea, 
A greet deal of con sic! ex*a tion 1g given to the root 
systems of plants. Plants are grown under two general 
methods — with irrigation and cultivation, and with¬ 
out either irrigation or cultivation* The latter treat¬ 
ment deals with pi nts that are expected to maintain 
■nd reproduce themselves under natural conditions and 
w- ie'; are useful as forage crops, watershed protectors, 
timber trees, firewood, and so11-binders. 
In the plantings more attention is given to the 
plant os an individual than to its botanical, geograph- 
" 
leal, and landscape relationships* Specific character- 
s. 
istics arm local adaptation are the deciding i; ctors* 
The .Boyce fhmspeom -Southwestern forbore turn has always 
been supported by the endowment of its founder, and the 
director, Frederick fib son, who succeeded 1 refee sor 
Crider in 1934, is responsible to the Board of rtreetors. 
'-here has never been an official publication that is 
comparable to the annual reports of other scientific 
institutions* Hone-tfce-less this scientific institution 
fills an unique position in the field of botanical 
science today, and it has been of service to the State 
of Arisons, the Southwest, and to the world at large* 
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In the foregoing pages we hare seen how botanic 
gardens ha ire evolved from medicinal gardens of the 
, ,• , » a » 
M ediaeval monks and the physic gardens of the herbal* 
ists to the present great scientific institutions for 
the advancement and diffusion of a knowledge and for 
the love of plants# Iha early inherited interest of 
< 
Graeco-Roman pharmacology has declined throughout the 
years* 111 is aspect has been overshadowed by other 
phases of the present day gardens which ora outgrowths 
of interests either amateur or scientific* they are 
administered for a dual functions (l)pepnlarisation* 
and (2)technical research* 
any lessons have been learned from the history of 
financing such institutions* There is a vast difference 
aiacng grants of kings and governments* appropristions of 
municipalities from tax funds, and endowments and he* 
quests from private sources* Monetary fluctuations.and 
systems of taxation Mil always affect such educational 
and scientific institutions as botanic gardens* 
gardens today are living embodiments of 
the scientific habit of thought and work* They are cre¬ 
ative and productive centers, constantly enriching the 
field Oi plant knowledge. Consequently the most effect** 
ive type of work that they undertake, for both adulta 
and children, is that which gives scholarship and cul¬ 
ture as well as technical skill and information. 
> ee author is o f the opinion that the small coll eg-* 
iste botanic garden should not be abandoned even though 
the scientific and educational facilities of the large 
botanic gardens are always available. 3cme of the best 
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semi-arid plants in this country are to he found on 
the campuses of our Southwestern universities. Several 
of our colleges have been developed within arboreturns. 
Colleges and botanic gardens have always been, and will 
continue to be, associated with the principles of peace, 
health, and beneficent work, ever evolving new means of 
delivering man from the scourges that beset him. 
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